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This book has 15 reviews and it is
rated 5 of 5 stars. Go To all of
them.About the BookIn this
elegantly designed textbook,
Chandra Prasanna Chandra,

Director, Centre for Financial
Management, emphasizes on

management concepts applicable
across the entire spectrum of

financial management. The book
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utilizes an illustrated lecture-based
format to provide an insightful. Usa
faster. Agora Education Pvt. Ltd. is

offering GRE and GMAT
preparation tutorials from the best
faculty.You can Download PDF

Ebook Free.A closer look at
Google’s penchant for self-publicity
Over the weekend, Google rounded
out its roster of ‘employee events’

by announcing that it would be
holding an “Open House” at its
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headquarters in Mountain View,
California on Saturday, March 7.

The event falls at the same time as
Apple’s annual WWDC. It’s also
right around the time that Apple
will announce its new iPhone 4S

(and accompanying iOS 5). The two
companies will in many ways be

competing for the same consumers’
dollars, though Google has

something that Apple does not
(yet): a retail presence. As far back
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as October of last year, Apple
began investigating a potential

purchase of Best Buy’s Geek Squad
subsidiary. The most recent move,
however, would seem to indicate
that Apple’s true interest in Geek

Squad is not so much to
complement its mobile devices

(although they certainly play into
that) but to acquire a highly-
respected brand with a large

customer base that it can integrate
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into its iOS ecosystem. Following
the iPhone 4S announcement, Best
Buy announced that it had acquired
Geek Squad and would be spinning
it off to become its own company.
The acquisition, which seems to
lack the fanfare that Best Buy

originally expected, won’t have any
effect on the current retail strategy

that Apple and Best Buy are
pursuing. It’s a smart move on

Apple’s part, though it may also
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prove to be unfortunate for Geek
Squad’s franchise stores. With 600
stores on the books, the brand is

currently in the midst of a
significant expansion, and its very
inclusion in the Best Buy fold may

limit the company’s ability to
continue that growth — even if Best
Buy is quite willing to help finance

that growth. As part of the
expansion, Geek Squad locations

are being upgraded to Best Buy’s in-
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store brand: Innovative Geek
Squad, and the company’s
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